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Abstract
We study the problem of safe learning and exploration in sequential control problems. The goal
is to safely collect data samples from operating in an environment, in order to learn to achieve
a challenging control goal (e.g., an agile maneuver close to a boundary). A central challenge in
this setting is how to quantify uncertainty in order to choose provably-safe actions that allow us to
collect informative data and reduce uncertainty, thereby achieving both improved controller safety
and optimality. To address this challenge, we present a deep robust regression model that is trained
to directly predict the uncertainty bounds for safe exploration. We derive generalization bounds for
learning, and connect them with safety and stability bounds in control. We demonstrate empirically
that our robust regression approach can outperform conventional Gaussian process (GP) based safe
exploration in settings where it is difficult to specify a good GP prior.
Keywords: Safe Exploration, Robust Regression, Covariate Shift, Generalization, Stability

1. Introduction

A key challenge in data-driven design for robotic controllers is automatically and safely collecting
training data. Consider safely landing a drone at fast landing speeds (e.g., beyond a human expert’s
piloting abilities). The dynamics are both highly non-linear and poorly modeled as the drone ap-
proaches the ground (Cheeseman and Bennett, 1955), but such dynamics can be learnable given the
appropriate training data (Shi et al., 2019). To collect such data autonomously, one must guarantee
safety while operating in the environment, which is the problem of safe exploration. In the drone
landing example, collecting informative training data requires the drone to land increasingly faster
while not crashing. Figure 1 depicts an example, where the goal is to learn the most aggressive yet
safe trajectory (orange), while not being overconfident and execute trajectories that crash (green);
the initial nominal controller may only be able to execute very conservative trajectories (blue).

Figure 1: Fast drone landing

In order to safely collect such informative train-
ing data, we need to overcome two difficulties. First,
we must quantify the learning errors in out-of-sample
data. Every step of data collection creates a shift in the
training data distribution. More specifically, our set-
ting is an instance of covariate shift, where the under-
lying true physics stay constant, but the sampling of
the state space is biased by the data collection (Chen
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et al., 2016). In order to leverage modern learning approaches, such as deep learning, we must rea-
son about the impact of covariate shift when predicting on states not well represented by the training
set. Second, we must reason about how to guarantee safety and stability when controlling using the
current learned model. Our ultimate goal is to control the dynamical system with desired properties
but staying safe and stable while data collection. The imperfect dynamical model’s error translate
to possible control error, which must be quantified and controlled.

Our Contributions. In this paper, we propose a deep robust regression approach for safe ex-
ploration in model-based control. We view exploration as a data shift problem, i.e., the “test” data
in the proposed exploratory trajectory comes from a shifted distribution compared to the training
set. Our approach explicitly learns to quantify uncertainty under such covariate shift, which we use
to learn robust dynamics models to quantify uncertainty of entire trajectories for safe exploration.

We analyze learning performance from both generalization and data perturbation perspectives.
We use our robust regression analysis to derive stability bounds for control performance when learn-
ing robust dynamics models, which is used for safe exploration. We empirically show that our ap-
proach outperforms conventional safe exploration approaches with much less tuning effort in two
scenarios: (a) inverted pendulum trajectory tracking under wind disturbance; and (b) fast drone
landing using an aerodynamics simulation based on real-world flight data (Shi et al., 2019).

2. Problem Setup

At a high level, our problem can be framed as a three-way interaction of: (i) learning the unmodeled,
or residual, dynamics from collected data, (ii) determining whether the current learned dynamics
model enables tracking a given trajectory within a safety set, and (iii) selecting trajectories for data
collection that are both safe and informative, i.e., safe exploration. In the drone landing example
in Figure 1, the residual dynamics is the ground effect that perturbs the nominal multi-rotor model,
the safety set is not crashing into the ground, and safe exploration pertains to selecting the most
aggressive landing trajectory that is provably safe with the current learned dynamics model.

A Mixed Model for Robotic Dynamics. We consider a standard mixed model for continuous
robotic dynamics (Shi et al., 2019): M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) − Bu = d(q, q̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸

unknown

, with generalized

coordinates q ∈ Rn (and their first & second time derivatives, q̇ & q̈), control input u ∈ Rm, inertia
matrix M(q) ∈ Sn++, centrifugal and Coriolis terms C(q, q̇) ∈ Rn×n, gravitational forces G ∈ Rn,
actuation matrix B ∈ Rn×m and some unknown residual dynamics d ∈ Rn. Note that the C matrix
is chosen to make Ṁ − 2C skew-symmetric from the relationship between the Riemannian metric
M(q) and Christoffel symbols. Here d is general, which potentially captures both parametric and
nonparametric unmodeled terms. We aim to learn the unknown, or residual, dynamics d(q, q̇) using
machine learning models. The intuition behind this hybrid dynamical model is the sample efficiency
of learning the residual should be much smaller than learning the whole model directly from data.

Model Based Nonlinear Control. To keep the ancillary design choices simple, we employ
a standard nonlinear controller design (Shi et al., 2019). Define the reference trajectory as q̇r =
q̇g − Λq̃, where q̃ = q − qg, and the composite variable as s = q̇ − q̇r = ˙̃q + Λq̃, where Λ is
uniformly positive definite. The control objective is to drive s to 0 or a small error ball in the
presence of bounded uncertainty. Assuming we had a good estimate d̂(q, q̇) of d(q, q̇), then our
controller is:

u = B†(M(q)q̈r + C(q, q̇)q̇r −Ks+G(q)− d̂(q, q̇)), (1)
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where K is a uniformly positive definite matrix, and † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
With the control law Eq. 1, we will have the following closed-loop dynamics:[

M(q) 0
0 I

] [
ṡ
˙̃q

]
+

[
C(q, q̇) +K 0
−I Λ

] [
s
q̃

]
=

[
d− d̂

0

]
=

[
ε
0

]
. (2)

where ε = d− d̂ is the approximation error between d and d̂.
Safety Requirements. For any time-varying desired trajectory, xg(t) = [qg(t), q̇g(t)], we must

certify safety during trajectory tracking: x(t) ∈ S,∀t, with high probability, where S is some
safety set. It is obvious that xg(t) ∈ S,∀t. However, because of unknown dynamics d(q, q̇), the
tracking error x̃(t) , x(t) − xg(t) may be large such that ∃t, x(t) /∈ S. In the drone landing
example in Figure 1, the safety set is that the vertical velocity at the point of landing should not
exceed an upper limit (otherwise the drone is considered to have crash landed).

Safe Exploration. The ultimate goal is to identify a model (and accompanying controller) that
can safely track trajectories with minimal cost. We assume that the cost function over trajectories is
known (e.g., landing as quickly as possible), but certifying safety is difficult. The goal of safe ex-
ploration is then to select a trajectory to track that is both provably safe (with the current model) and
leads to informative training data for improving safety certification. Our safe exploration procedure
is thus to choose the lowest cost safe trajectory, which is a trajectory that lies at the boundary of the
current safety set and closest to the overall minimal cost trajectory.

Feature Matching

Adversary
Q(y|x)
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Figure 2: Our overall formulation. In the learning component, our estimator is robust to the worst-
case model of the dynamics that is consistent with the observed source data, which we
elaborate in Section 3. The learning and tracking error bound is then used for picking a
trajectory that is safe if the worst case scenario is safe, whose details are in Section 4.
With more source data, the worst-case model is constrained tighter along the exploration.
We present the full algorithm in Section 5.

3. Learning Residual Dynamics as Robust Regression under Covariate Shift

Our learning problem is to estimate the residual dynamics d(q, q̇) in a way that admits rigorous un-
certainty estimates for safety certification. The key challenge is that the training data and test data
are not sampled from the same distribution, which can be framed as covariate shift (Shimodaira,
2000). Covariate shift refers to distribution shift caused by the input variables P (x), while keeping
P (y ≡ d(x)|x) fixed. In our motivating safe landing example, there is a universal “true” aerody-
namics model, but we typically only observe training data from a limited source data distribution
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Psrc(x). Certifying safety of a proposed trajectory will inevitably cover states that are not well-
represented by the training, i.e., data from a target data distribution Ptrg(x). In other words, the
distribution of states in a proposed trajectory is not the distribution states in the training data.

General intuition. We use robust regression (Chen et al., 2016) to estimate the residual dy-
namics under covariate shift. Robust regression is derived from a minimax estimation framework
(Grünwald et al., 2004), where the estimator P (y|x) tries to minimize a loss function on target data
distribution L, and the adversary Q(y|x) tries to maximize the loss under source data constraints Γ:

min
P (y|x)

max
Q(y|x)∈Γ

L. (3)

Using the minimax framework, we achieve robustness to the worst-case possible conditional dis-
tribution that is “compatible” with finite training data if the estimator reaches the Nash equilibrium
by minimizing a loss function defined on target data distribution.

Technical Design Choices. Our derivation hinges on a choice of loss function L and constraint
set for the adversary Γ, from which one can derive a formal objective, a learning algorithm, and
an uncertainty bound. See the full version for the complete details.1 We use a relative loss func-
tion defined as the difference in conditional log-loss between an estimator P (y|x) and a baseline
conditional distribution P0(y|x) on the target data distribution Ptrg(x)P (y|x): relative loss L :=

EPtrg(x)Q(y|x)

[
− log P (y|x)

P0(y|x)

]
. To construct the constraint set Γ, we utilize statistical properties of

the source data distribution Psrc(x):

Γ := {Q(y|x)||EPsrc(x)Q(y|x)[Φ(x, y)]− c| ≤ λ, }

where φ(x, y) correspond to the sufficient statistics of the estimation task, and c = 1
n

∑n
i=n Φ(xi, yi)

is a vector of sample mean of statistics in the source data. This constraint means the adversary can-
not choose a distribution whose sufficient statistics deviate too far from the collected training data.

The consequence of the above choices is that the solution has a parametric form: P (y|x) ∝
P0(y|x)e

Psrc(x)
Ptrg(x)

θT Φ(x,y)
. This form has two useful properties. First, it is straightforward to compute

gradients on θ using only the training data. One can also train deep neural networks by treating
Φ(x, y) as the last hidden layer, i.e, we learn a representation of the sufficient statistics. Second,
this form yields a concrete uncertainty bound (see Section 4) that can be used to certify safety. For
specific choices of P0 and Φ, the uncertainty is Gaussian distributed, which can be useful for many
stochastic control approaches that assume Gaussian uncertainty. 2.

4. From Learning Guarantees to Tracking Guarantees

We demonstrate that we bound the learning errors on possible target data and further bound the
tracking error. We then apply the bound to certify safety. The proofs are in the full version.

Learning Guarantees. The learning performance of robust regression approach can be ana-
lyzed from two perspectives: generalization error under covaraite shift and perturbation error based
on Lipschitz continuity. The generalization error reflects the expected error on a target distribution
given certain function class, bounded distribution discrepancy, and base distribution. The perturba-
tion error reflects the maximum error if target data deviates from training but stays in a Lipschitz
ball. These error bounds are compatible with deep neural networks whose Rademacher complexity
and Lipschitz constant can be controlled and measured (e.g., spectral-normalized neutral networks).

1. Full version: https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.05819.
2. Our method generalizes naturally to multidimensional output setting, where we predict a multidimensional Gaussian.
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Theorem 1 Assume S is a training set with i.i.d. data xi, ..., xn sampled from Psrc(x) , F is a
regression function class satisfying supx∈X ,f,f ′∈F |f(x)− f ′(x)| ≤M , R̂S(F) is the Rademacher

complexity on S, W is the upper bound of true density ratio supx∼Psrc(x)
Ptrg(x)
Psrc(x) ≤ W , θy > 0 is

lower bounded by B, the weight estimation for the prediction r̂(x) = P̂src(x)

P̂trg(x)
is lower bounded:

infx∈S r̂(x) ≥ R, base distribution variance is σ2
0 , and λ is the upperbound of all λi among the

dimensions of φ(x). When learning a f̂ ∈ F on Ptrg(x, y), the following generalization error
bound holds with probability at least 1− δ,

EPtrg(x,y)[(y − f̂(x))2] ≤W

(2RB + σ−2
0 )−1 + λ+ 4MR̂S(F) + 3M2

√
log 2

δ

2n

 .
If we assume that target data samples x’s stay in a ball B(ε) with diameter ε from the source data
S, B(ε) = {x| supx′∈S ‖ x−x′‖ ≤ ε}, the true function f(x) is Lipschitz continuous with constant
L, and the robust regression mean estimator f̂ is also Lipschitz continuous with constant L̂, then,

sup
x∈B(ε),y∼f(x)

[(y − f̂(x))2] ≤ ((2RB + σ−2
0 )−1/2 +

√
λ+

(
L+ L̂

)
‖ε‖)2. (4)

The density ratio W can be controlled by choosing the target distribution carefully in the safe
exploration algorithm (Alg. 1). In other words, we can design the desired trajectories to be close
enough to the training set so that the resulting tracking bounds are tight enough to guarantee safety.

Tracking Guarantees. We set ‖ε‖2 = ‖y − f̂(x)‖2 to correspond with the learning bounds.
The target data is set to a single proposed trajectory xtrg(t), which means W can be bounded. The
second option is to use a perturbation bound, where xtrg(t) ∈ B(ε). We emphasize that ‖ε‖ is upper
bounded with ‖ε‖ ≤ supx∈xtrg(t) ‖ε(x)‖ when we define target data in a specific set and use robust
regression for learning dynamics. We show ‖x(t)− xg(t)‖ , ‖x̃(t)‖ (Euclidean distance between
the desired trajectory and the real trajectory) is bounded when the error of the dynamics estimation
is bounded. Again, recall that x = [q, q̇] is our state, and xg(t) is the desired trajectory.

Theorem 2 Suppose x is in some compact setX , and εm = supx∈X ‖ε‖. Then x̃ will exponentially
converge to the following ball: limt→∞ ‖x̃(t)‖ = γ · εm, where

γ =
λmax(M)

λmin(K)λmin(M)

√
(

1

λmin(Λ)
)2 + (1 +

λmax(Λ)

λmin(Λ)
)2, (5)

where λmax denotes the maximum eigenvalue and λmin denotes the minimum eigenvalue.

Integration to safe exploration. We can integrate the bounds on learning error and tracking
error into safe exploration. Specially, if we can design a compact set X and find the corresponding
maximum error bound εm = supx∈X ‖ε‖ on it, we can use it to decide whether a trajectory in this
set is safe or not by checking whether its worst-case possible tracking trajectory is in the safety set
S. Then we only pick the safe trajectories with the minimum cost in data collection.

5. Safe Exploration Algorithm

For simplicity, we maintain a finite set of candidate trajectories to select from for safe exploration;
future work includes integration with continuous trajectory optimization (Nakka and Chung, 2019).
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The worst-case tracking trajectories can be computed by generating a “tube” using euclidean dis-
tance in Theorem 2. We then eliminate unsafe ones and choose the most “aggressive” one in terms
of our cost function for the next iteration. Instead of evaluating the actual upper bound, we use
β ·maxx σ(x) for measuring εm as an approximation, since it is guaranteed that the error is within
β ·maxx σ(x) with high probability as long as the prediction is a Gaussian distribution, if the true
function is drawn from the same distribution. Here σ(x) is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution predicted by our robust regression algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes this procedure.

6. Experiments

Algorithm 1 Safe Exploration for Control using
Robust Dynamics Estimation

Input: Pool of desired trajectories xkg(t), k =
1, 2, ....,K; cost function J ; robust regression
model of dynamics f ; controller U ; safety set S;
base distribution N (µ0, σ

2
0); parameter β

Initialize dynamics model f0 = N (µ0, σ
2
0)

Initialize training set = ∅, f = f0

While e = 1, ..., E
Safe trajectory list L = ∅
For k = 1, ...,K

Predict (µ, σ2) = f(xkg(t))

σm = maxσ(xkg(t)); εm = β · σm
If worst-case trajectory in S

Add xkg(t) to L
Track x∗g(t) = arg minxg(t)∈L J(xg(t)) to
collect data x′(t) using controller U
Add data x′(t) to Training set
Train dynamics model f ′, f = f ′

Output: dynamics model f , last desired trajec-
tory xE(t) and actual trajectory x′E(t)

We conduct simulation experiments on the in-
verted pendulum and drone landing. We use ker-
nel density estimation to estimate the density ra-
tios. We demonstrate that our approach can reli-
ably and safely converge to optimal behavior. We
also compare with a Gaussian process (GP) ver-
sion of Algorithm 1. In general, we find it is dif-
ficult to tune the GP kernel parameters, especially
in the multidimensional output cases.

Example 1 (inverted pendulum with external
wind). Unlike the classical pendulum model,
we consider unknown external wind. Dynamics
can be described as ml2q̈ − mlg sin q − u =
d(q, q̇), where d(q, q̇) is external torque gener-
ated by the unknown wind. Our control goal
is to track qg(t) = sin(t), and the safety set is
S = {(q, q̇) : |q| < 1.5}.

We design a desired trajectory pool using
P(C) = {qg(t) = C · sin(t), 0 < C ≤ 1}.
The ground truth of wind comes from quadratic
air drag model. We use the angle upper bound in trajectory as the reward function for choosing
“most aggressive” trajectories. We use base distribution N (0, 0.5) to start with and β = 0.5.

𝛼

𝑙

𝑚

𝑢
𝑔

unknown 
external wind

unsafe
region

𝑧

unknown 
aerodynamics

𝑚

𝑔

ground

𝑢

safe condition:
landing speed < 1m/s

Figure 3: Illustration of two examples

Example 2 (drone landing with ground effect) We
consider drone landing with unknown ground effect.
Dynamics is mq̈ + mg − cTu

2 = d(q, q̇), where cT
is the thrust coefficient. The control goal is smooth
and quick landing, i.e., quickly driving q → 0. The
safety set is S = {(q, q̇) : when q = 0, q̇ > −1}, i.e.,
the drone cannot hit the ground with high velocity. Our
desired trajectory pool isP(C, hg) = {qg(t) = e−Ct(1+Ct)(1.5−hg)+hg, 0 < C, 0 ≤ hg < 1.5},
which means the drone smoothly moves from z(0) = 1.5 to the desired height hd. If hd = 0, the
drone lands successfully. Greater C means faster landing. We use landing time to determine the
next “aggressive” trajectory. The ground truth of aerodynamics comes from a dynamics simulator
that is trained in (Shi et al., 2019), where d(q, q̇) is a four-layer ReLU neural network trained by
real flying data. We use base distribution N (0, 1) for robust regression and β = 1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4: Top Row. The pendulum task: (a)-(c) are the phase portraits of angle and angular veloc-

ity; Blue curve is tracking the desired trajectory with ground-truth disturbance; the worst-
case possible trajectory is calculated according to Theorem 2; heatmap is the difference
between predicted dynamics (the wind) and the ground truth; and (d) is the tracking er-
ror and the maximum density ratio. Bottom Row. The drone landing task: (e)-(g) are
the phase portraits with height and velocity; heatmap is difference between the predicted
ground effect) and the ground truth; (h) is the comparison with GPs in landing time.

Result Analysis Figure 4(a) to (c) and (e) to (g) demonstrate the exploration process with selected
desired trajectories, worst-case tracking trajectory under current dynamics model, tracking trajecto-
ries with the ground truth unknown dynamics model, and actual tracking trajectories. Note that for
landing we learn three-dimensional ground effect where d(q, q̇) corresponds to the z-component,
while the trajectory design and error bound computation depend on z-component. In both tasks, the
algorithm selects small C to guarantee safety at the beginning, and gradually is able to select larger
C values and track it while staying safe. We also demonstrate the decaying tracking error in each
iteration for the pendulum task in Figure 4 (d). We validate that our density ratio is always bounded
along the exploration. The growing density ratio indicate that we are exploring more aggressively
with more confident dynamics model. We examine the drone landing time for the landing task in
Figure 4(h). We compare against multitask GP models (Bonilla et al., 2008) with both RBF kernel
and Matern kernel. Our approach outperforms all GP models. Modeling the ground effect is noto-
riously challenging (Shi et al., 2019), and the GP suffers from model misspecification, especially
in the multidimensional setting (Owhadi et al., 2015). Besides, GP models are also more computa-
tionally expensive than our method in making predictions. In contrast, our approach can fit general
non-linear function estimators such as deep neural networks adaptively to the available data, which
leads to more flexible inductive bias and better fitting of the data and uncertainty quantification.

7. Related Work

Safe Exploration. Most approaches for safe exploration use Gaussian processes (GPs) to quantify
uncertainty (Sui et al., 2015, 2018; Kirschner et al., 2019; Akametalu et al., 2014; Berkenkamp
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et al., 2016; Turchetta et al., 2016; Wachi et al., 2018; Berkenkamp et al., 2017; Fisac et al., 2018;
Khalil and Grizzle, 2002). These methods are related to bandit algorithms (Bubeck et al., 2012) and
typically employ upper confidence bounds (Auer, 2002) to balance exploration versus exploita-
tion (Srinivas et al., 2010). However, GPs are sensitive to model (i.e., the kernel) selection, and
thus are often not suitable for tasks that aim to gradually reach boundaries of safety sets in a highly
non-linear environment. In the high-dimensional case and under finite information, GPs suffer from
bad priors even more severely (Owhadi et al., 2015). In the drone landing example, the fastest
landing trajectory is one that is just barely safe. One could blend GP-based modeling with general
function approximations (such as deep learning) (Berkenkamp et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2019a),
but the resulting optimization-based control problem can be challenging to solve. Other approaches
either require having a safety model pre-specified upfront (Alshiekh et al., 2018), are restricted to
relatively simple models (Moldovan and Abbeel, 2012), have no convergence guarantees during
learning (Taylor et al., 2019), or have no safety guarantees (Garcia and Fernández, 2012).

Distribution Shift. The study of learning under distribution shift has seen increasing interest,
owing to the widespread practical issue that test distributions rarely match the training distribution.
Our work is stylistically similar to (Liu et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016; Liu and Ziebart, 2014, 2017),
which also frame uncertainty quantification through the lens of covariate shift, although ours is the
first to extend to deep neural networks with rigorous guarantees. More broadly, dealing with domain
shift is a fundamental challenge in deep learning, as highlighted by their vulnerability to adversarial
inputs (Goodfellow et al., 2014), and the implied lack of robustness. Beyond robust estimation,
the typical approaches are to either regularize (Srivastava et al., 2014; Wager et al., 2013; Le et al.,
2016; Bartlett et al., 2017; Miyato et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2019; Benjamin et al., 2019; Cheng et al.,
2019b) or synthesize an augmented dataset that anticipates the domain shift (Prest et al., 2012;
Zheng et al., 2016; Stewart and Ermon, 2017). We also utilize the former approach by employing
spectral normalization (Bartlett et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2019) in conjunction with robust estimation.

Robust and Adaptive Control. Robust control (Zhou and Doyle, 1998) and adaptive control
(Slotine et al., 1991) are two classical frameworks to handle uncertainties in the dynamics. GPs
have been combined with nonlinear MPC for online adaptation and uncertainty estimation (Ostafew
et al., 2016). However, robust control suffers from large uncertainty set and it is hard to analyse
convergence and quantify uncertainty in adaptive control. Ours is the first to explicitly consider co-
variate shift in learning. We pick the region to estimate uncertainty carefully and adapt the controller
to track safe proposed trajectory in data collection.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an algorithmic framework for safe exploration in model-based control. To
quantify uncertainty, we develop a robust deep regression method for dynamics estimation. Using
robust regression, we explicitly deal with data shifts during episodic learning, and in particular can
quantify uncertainty over entire trajectories. We prove the generalization and perturbation bounds
for robust regression, and show how to integrate with control to derive safety bounds in terms of
stability. These bounds explicitly translates the error in dynamics learning to the tracking error
in control. From this, we design a safe exploration algorithm based on a finite pool of desired
trajectories. We empirically show that our method achieves superior performance than GP-based
methods in control of an inverted pendulum and drone landing examples
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